
Kathmandu Bike Tour

DURATION: 1 DAYS

Trip Facts

Group Size 1 - 10 Persons
Trip Grade Easy
Max Height 1700 Metres
Start From Kathmandu
End At Kathmandu
Transportation Jeep /Bike
Duration  1 Days
Meals included  Breakfast/Lunch Days

Best season:
All



Trip Overview

Kathmandu Bike Tour: Explore hidden, interesting spots of Kathmandu valley. Ride through the city of temples and see Nepal from the comfort of wheels.
Our mountain biking day trips are designed to give the most out of your budget and time. Our day begins with a satisfying breakfast followed by a mountain
bike tour to Budhanilkantha, which is located 6km northeast of Kathmandu. Here, you will learn about a mythical legend that revolves around the making of the
valley. You will also visit the sleeping Bishnu Temple and enjoy the picturesque view of the valley. Kathmandu mountain bike day tour We then mountain bike
to Shivapuri National Park and head to an ancient spot located on a ridge Northwest of the valley. We will ride through the narrow alleyways of the ancient
town and view the old shrines, temples, and traditional houses typical of the valley. You will also observe the traditional lifestyle of the town dwellers and
sample their local delicacies. Kathmandu Valley Bike Explore the sleeping image of the Hindu secret god Bishnu at Budhanilkantha. We will ride through the
narrow alleyways of the ancient town and view the old shrines, temples, and traditional houses typical of the valley. You will also observe the traditional
lifestyle of the town dwellers and sample their local delicacies.

Trip Itinerary

 Day 1 Kathmandu Valley Biking Tour

Our day begins with a satisfying breakfast followed by a mountain bike tour to Budhanilkantha, which is located 6km northeast of Kathmandu. Here,
you will learn about a mythical legend that revolves around the making of the valley. You will also visit the sleeping Bishnu Temple and enjoy the
picturesque view of the valley. We then mountain bike to Shivapuri National Park and head to an ancient spot located on a ridge Northwest of the
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valley. We will ride through the narrow alleyways of the ancient town and view the old shrines, temples, and traditional houses typical of the valley.
You will also observe the traditional lifestyle of the town dwellers and sample their local delicacies.

Cost Includes

Experienced mountain bike guide.

Mountain bike with repair kit, helmet.

All necessary paperwork, service charge, and government taxes.

Lunch with tea and coffee.

Cost Excludes

Emergency rescue evacuation if required.

Personal accident insurance or rescue.

Alcoholic, hot and cold drinks, and hot water.

Tips and personal expenses.


